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Advantage with Open
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CA API Gateway
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BUSINESS
The Banco Original is Brazil’s
first 100% digital bank.
Established to simplify
financial management for
its customers, the institution
provides mobile-enabled
services.
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Business
Brazil’s first 100 per cent digital bank

ca.com

The Banco Original is Brazil’s first 100 per cent digital bank. Established to simplify
financial management for its customers, the institution provides digital services
to open and manage current accounts, payments, asset transfers, amongst other
banking services. Customers can do everything using their mobile phone, withdraw
money from ATMs belonging to the Banco24Horas network and get help from
specialists whenever they need it.
As well as specialists in Brazil, the Banco Original has a research department,
in Silicon Valley in the US, to help bring the most modern, practical and secure
banking services to its customers.

Challenge
Innovating with speed, security
and quality

Being a digital bank creates numerous challenges, as well as opportunities. “We seek
to provide our customers with everything they can get from a conventional bank, but
we must do this in a mobile, secure and user-friendly manner,” explains Guga Stocco,
the Banco Original’s Strategy and Innovation Co-ordinator.
The company therefore needs to balance flexibility and speed with quality
when it launches new services. “We must be agile, while adhering to the service
design methodology and best practices in development and services,” says Guga.
In addition, the executive explains, everything we know about security takes on
a new dimension. “We must do everything differently,” he adds.
“Imagine that the customer, instead of being in a physical branch or paying a bill
at a cash machine, used their mobile in more than 90% of transactions,” says Guga.
“We use a lot of technology to understand our customers and how they use their
smartphones and the bank, which help us ensure our products are effective and
secure.”To accelerate development, Banco Original recognized it needed a platform
for open APIs (Application Programming Interfaces). “Opening our APIs through a
secure, efficient platform would help eliminate duplication, enabling us to use the
knowledge of other developers to deliver high-quality, secure products in a much
shorter timescale. This would provide benefits not only for the Banco Original,
but for the market as a whole,” explains Guga.
The institution needed a solution that would help it ensure good management,
security and reliability for the new API platform.
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Solution
CA API Gateway provides foundations
for open API platform

ca.com

Banco Original chose CA API Gateway to support its open API platform. Using
the solution, the institution is able to demonstrate, protect and manage applications,
systems and infrastructures through APIs.
“The CA Technologies solution helps us manage our entire API platform based on
best practices. Furthermore, it provides resources for mobile and cloud devices,
which are essential to a digital business like ours,” affirms Guga.
Through CA API Gateway, the bank can enable developers and partners to access
their APIs and make contributions towards new services and applications. At the
moment, Banco Original has nearly seven APIs available, through which it expects
to develop at least 30 to 40 new services and resources for its customers over the
next 12 months.

Benefit
Greater competitive advantage
with more secure and high quality
applications

“With customers and
partners developing
on our platform,
we have a real
competitive
advantage.”
Guga Stocco
Strategy and Innovation
Co-ordinator, Banco Original

With a platform based on CA API Gateway, Banco Original can collaborate with users,
partners and providers, while safeguarding security, to deliver innovation to its
customers.
“Setting up an open API platform is something new in the financial market, as
institutions in the sector are not used to demonstrating their services. But this is
an excellent strategy for an online company such as us,” Guga affirms. “With our
platform, providers of all kinds of solutions can innovate using our development
interfaces. This ultimately means that the best talent from all over the world has
access to explore our APIs,” says the executive.
As it supports the open API platform, the CA Technologies solution helps the
Banco Original:
• Standardise new developments and services
• Accelerate the launch and adoption of new services
• Secure customer data and transactions
• Ensure scalability and re-use through microservices
• Enable collaborative innovation in the financial market.
“With customers and partners developing on our platform, we have a real
competitive advantage,” says Guga. “With CA API Gateway, we are able to halve the
time it takes to develop and implement new products,” he proclaims. In summary,
the executive says the platform established using CA Technologies technology
enables Banco Original to deliver the innovation necessary for new-generation
banking, now and in the future. “It enables many minds to collaborate, which
drives innovation,” adds Guga.
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Connect with CA Technologies at ca.com

CA Technologies (NASDAQ: CA) creates software that fuels transformation for
companies and enables them to seize the opportunities of the application economy.
Software is at the heart of every business, in every industry. From planning to
development to management and security, CA is working with companies worldwide
to change the way we live, transact and communicate—across mobile, private and
public cloud, distributed and mainframe environments. Learn more at ca.com.
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